Unified Computing Systems

Cisco Unified Computing Systems simplify your data center architecture; reduce the number of devices
to purchase, deploy, and maintain; and improve speed and agility. Cisco Unified Computing System is an
integrated system that is configured through unified, model-based management to simplify deployment
of enterprise-class applications and services running in bare-metal, virtualized, and cloud-computing
environments. Primary differentiators include:
 erver connectivity simplified - Cisco SingleConnect Technology provides an easier, more
S
intelligent and efficient way to connect and manage computing in the data centre. Cisco
SingleConnect unifies LAN, SAN, and systems management into one simplified link for rack
servers, blade servers, and virtual machines.
		

Programmable infrastructure - Use an open XML API to manage the personality, configuration,
and connectivity of server and I/O resources.

		

Unified, model-based management - Apply personality and configure server and I/O resources to
automate the administration process.

		
		

Cisco Port Extender technology - Simplify the system by condensing three network layers into
one. This allows you to eliminate blade chassis and hypervisor-based switches, and bring all traffic
to a single point where it is efficiently and consistently managed.

Be Ready for the Future
	The Cisco Unified Computing System (UCS) is built to meet today’s demands while being 		
ready to accommodate future technologies - including more powerful processors and faster 		
Ethernet standards as they become available.

Keep Costs Down While Speeding Up Operations
	The system helps reduce total cost of ownership by automating tasks through the use of
service profiles that can enable just-in-time provisioning. Service profiles quickly align computing
resources with rapidly changing business and workload requirements in a policy-driven,
repeatable manner.

Get High Performance
	Cisco UCS is a simplified architecture for the converged data centre. This architecture unifies 		
servers, storage access, networks, and virtualization technologies to elevate the value and agility
of data centre infrastructure to an entirely new level.Ethernet standards as they become available.
With the Cisco Unified Computing System, you can streamline data centre resources, scale service
delivery, and radically reduce the number of devices requiring setup, management, power, cooling, and
cabling.
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Cisco UCS Invicta
Harness the power of flash technology to accelerate business operations with faster applications and IT.

Cisco UCS Invicta Appliance
		

Accelerate applications with high throughput, high I/O 		
operations per and ultra-low latency
Dynamically manage the mix of performance and efficiency
Configure the appliance with only a few easy steps

		

Reduce energy consumption and conserve data center 		
floor space

		

Consolidate applications to reduce licensing and 		
maintenance costs

Cisco UCS Invicta
		

Add routers and nodes to scale performance and capacity
as needed
Protect investment with a flexible modular array

		

Retain high application performance with multitenant 		
architecture

		

Reduce licensing, maintenance, and energy costs 		
while saving floor space
Get faster return on investment with fast deployment

Modular Servers: UCS M-Series
Cisco UCS architecture and management design addresses the needs of massively parallelized
applications and workloads.

Cisco UCS M-Series Modular Servers
Simple, easy to manage, and expandable design

		

		

Takes advantage of Cisco UCS 6200 Series Fabric 			
Interconnects

		

Highly dense, modular, and power efficient platform for 			
parallelized workloads like cloud, HPC, and online gaming

		
		

Brings UCS Manager policy-based provisioning, 			
automation, & management to high-density, 							
high-performance computing

		

This new addition to the UCS portfolio is targeted for 						
a specific set of workloads
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Blade Servers: UCS B-Series and Options
Improve server performance with a flexible, scalable architecture that lowers your total cost of ownership.

Cisco UCS B-Series Blade Servers
		

Deploy server applications faster and manage connectivity as 		
needed

		

Reduce the number of adapters, cables, and access-layer 		
switches needed for server LAN and SAN connectivity
Get server memory and I/O capacity to meet every need

		

Increase server performance, flexibility, and scale for 			
virtualized and non-virtualized applications

Cisco UCS Mini
	Bring the power of Cisco UCS to small business and 			
remote and branch offices
	Accommodates up to eight Cisco B200 M3 Blade Servers
	Provides connectivity for up to seven Cisco C220 M3 			
and C240 M3 Rack Servers
	Accelerates deployment with Cisco Unified Fabric 			
technology for any size business
	Simplifies setup and management, and can expand as 			
your needs grow

Cisco UCS 5100 Series Blade Server Chassis
		

Accommodate up to eight half-width or four full-width 			
Cisco UCS B-Series Blade Servers
	Accelerate server deployment with Cisco Unified Fabric 		
and Fabric Extender technology

		

Improve server density with smaller units of scale with a 		
reduced footprint
	Reduce physical components, eliminate siloed 			
management, & improve data center efficiency

Cisco UCS B-Series Blade Virtual Interface Cards (VICs):
VIC 1240, VIC 1280 and VIC 1340, VIC 1380
Deliver up to 80 Gbps aggregate server bandwidth
Reduce TCO by consolidating NICs, HBAs, cables, and switches

		

		

Simplify with SingleConnect: one connection for LAN, 			
SAN, and systems management

		

Help ensure policy adherence and consistent network 			
visibility, down to the individual vNIC

		

Collapse networking infrastructure using Cisco Virtual 			
Machine Fabric Extender (VM-FEX)
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Rack Servers: UCS C-Series and Options
Address fluctuating workload challenges through a balance of processing, memory, I/O, and internal storage
capacity with a wide range of Cisco UCS rack servers.

Cisco UCS C3160 Rack Server
		

Designed from the ground up to offer flexibility in			
configuration and easy scalability

		

Optimized for large datasets used in environments such 		
as cloud, object storage, and content delivery

		
		

Ideal for deployment in large, distributed storage			
architectures, software-defined storage, and private 			
and hybrid clouds

		

Accommodates up to 60 high-capacity drives with dual 		
CPUs in a 4RU form factor

		

Improves total cost of ownership, offering easy upgrading 		
of individual components

Cisco UCS C-Series Rack Servers
		

Improve total cost of ownership (TCO) and increase 			
business agility

		
		

Balance simplicity, performance, and server density 			
for production-level virtualization, web infrastructure, 			
and data center workloads

		

Extend the benefits of Cisco Unified Computing and VIC 		
technologies to rack server environments

Cisco UCS C-Series Rack Server Virtual Interface			
Cards (VICs): VIC 1225, VIC 1227 and VIC 1285
Deliver up to 80 Gbps aggregate bandwidth
	Reduce TCO by consolidating NICs, HBAs, cables, 			
and switches

		

		

Help ensure policy adherence and consistent network
visibility down to the individual vNIC

		

Simplify with SingleConnect: one connection for LAN, 			
SAN, and systems management

		

Collapse networking infrastructure using Virtual Machine 		
Fabric Extender (VM FEX)
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UCS Server and Systems Management Software
Manage servers, system components, and configurations through a unified, policy-driven, extensible
architecture across UCS domains and geographies.

Cisco UCS Manager
		

Manages Cisco UCS servers, across multiple blade 			
chassis and rack servers as one logical, highly available entity
	Provides UCS server and component visibility and control
to management ecosystem partners using a 		
comprehensive XML API

		

Automates and simplifies server infrastructure provisioning 		
and maintenance, allowing more time for strategic initiatives
	Improves IT productivity and agility with an automated 					
programmable infrastructure

		

Automated policy-driven QoS and security compliance is 					
automated with UCS Manager Service Profiles & templates

Cisco UCS Central
 implifies management of multiple Cisco UCS server 		
S
domains across data centers and geographies with global
templates and policies
		

Provides a centralized fault summary for faster problem 		
resolution and improved reliability

		

Improves IT productivity with centralized inventory & automated 		
policy-based server & UCS network firmware upgrades

		

Uses the same interface as UCS Manager and maintains 					
RBAC at both UCS Manager and UCS Central levels

Cisco UCS Director
		

Provides comprehensive management of physical and 			
virtual resources
Increases IT efficiency

		

Gives IT the flexibility to adapt to changing business 			
requirements

		

Unifies management across computing, networking, 			
storage, and virtualization layers

Cisco UCS Performance Manager
 nifies performance monitoring and management of Cisco
U
UCS integrated infrastructure

		

		

Delivers real-time views of fabric and data center switch
bandwidth use and capacity thresholds

		

Discovers and creates relationship models of each system,
giving your staff a single, accurate view of all components
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UCS Fabric Interconnects and Fabric Extenders

Create a single, highly available management domain that supports all attached UCS chassis, blade servers,
and rack servers.

Cisco UCS 6300 Series Fabric Interconnects
Designed for smaller scale deployments
		

Embeds the fabric interconnect within the Cisco UCS 5108 					
Blade Server Chassis

		

Proven management simplicity with UCS Manager and 						
UCS Central

		

Delivers line-rate, lossless 1/10 GE, Fibre Channel over 						
Ethernet (FCoE), and native Fibre Channel SAN connectivity

Cisco UCS 6200 Series Fabric Interconnects
	Deliver line-rate, lossless 10 GE and FCoE, with native 			
Fibre Channel SAN connectivity for all UCS servers

		

Lower barriers to deploying a virtualized environment for 		
data centers
Support native storage zoning and direct attached storage

		

Provide more than double the ports of the prior generation		
with universal port connectivity
	Provide single-wire connectivity for LAN, SAN, and unified 		
management, including rack servers

Fabric Extenders for UCS Blade Server Chassis
	Provide converged LAN, SAN, and management 		
connectivity to blade servers with the same hardware

	Offer flexibility of LAN Ethernet/FCoE 1/10 GE or SAN Native
Fibre Channel for all UCS servers
	Improve server bandwidth utilization through load 		
balancing with port channels
	Manage chassis power supply, fans, and blade servers 			
through the fabric interconnects

Fabric Extenders for UCS Rack Servers

		

		

Seamless inclusion of UCS rack servers into UCS			
Manager domain with UCS blade servers

		

Connect rack servers to UCS fabric interconnects with a 		
single cable for I/O and management

		

Deploy the right server and keep management simple by 		
integrating with UCS fabric interconnects and UCS Manager

		

Provide converged LAN, SAN, and management 			
connectivity to blade servers with the same hardware
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Server Adapters: Cisco UCS Server I/O, Storage Accelerators, and GPUs
Get I/O adapters from Cisco VIC I/O adapters as well as from Broadcom, Emulex, Fusion-io, Intel, LSI,
Nvidia, and QLogic.

 isco UCS B-Series Blade Server Virtual Interface Cards
C
(VICs):Cisco UCS VIC 1240, VIC 1280 and VIC 1340,
VIC 1380
Deliver up to 80 Gbps aggregate server bandwidth
		

Reduce TCO by consolidating NICs, HBAs, cables, and 		
switches

		

SingleConnect: one connection for LAN, SAN, and 						
systems management

		

Help ensure policy adherence and consistent network 						
visibility down to the individual vNIC

		

Collapse networking infrastructure using Cisco Virtual 						
Machine Fabric Extender (VM FEX)

B-Series Mezzanine and C-Series Rack Server 						
PCIe Adapters
		

B-Series features converged network adapters from 						
Emulex and QLogic

		

C-Series includes a variety of CNAs, NICs, and HBAs 						
from Broadcom, Emulex, Intel, and QLogic

Storage Accelerators for Cisco UCS B-Series from Fusion-io and LSI
Speed up data access with reduced storage access latency
Increase data caching intelligence and reduce complexity
Boost application performance of database workloads
Improve performance of virtualized desktops and applications
		

C-Series includes a variety of CNAs, NICs, and HBAs from 					
Broadcom, Emulex, Intel, and QLogic

Storage Accelerators for Cisco UCS C-Series from Fusion-io and LSI
Flash storage and RAID options
Up to 3TB capacity
Boost application performance of database workloads
Improve performance of virtualized desktops and applications

Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) from NVIDA
		

Improve performance by offloading compute-intensive 						
portions to a GPU
Use the power of parallel processing for applications
Improve VDI graphics performance in virtualized environments
Enhance productivity with faster & flexible business applications
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Blade Servers for ISR Routers: UCS E-Series
Simplify branch office solutions with a converged compute, network, and virtualization-ready platform for
mission-critical server applications.

UCS E-Series Servers
		
		

Dedicated blade server management with Integrated 		
Management Controller; consistent management with 		
standalone UCS C-Series

		

Server virtualization-ready hardware with support for Microsoft
Hyper-V, VMware vSphere, Citrix Xen Server

		

Ability to host server applications locally, either bare-metal or
virtualized, depending on business needs

		

Compact data-center-class servers with Intel® Xeon® E3
and E5-2400 series processors

		

Single- and double-width server form factors housed inside 					
the Cisco ISR G2 chassis

Rack and Power Infrastructure
Get exceptional cooling and cable management features, flexible power options, and the strength and
stability required in today’s rack enclosures.

Cisco R Series Racks
Ideal for mission-critical data center environments
Delivers reliability, structural integrity, and security
Delivers exceptional power, cooling, & cable management
Optimized and certified for use with the Cisco UCS
		

Part of a complete infrastructure solution, including 			
computing, network, rack, power, and services

Cisco RP Series Power Distribution Units
		

Cost-effectively and efficiently distribute power to up to 24 		
outlets

		

Offer flexible, reliable, easy-to-deploy power distribution 		
with branch circuit protection

		

Protect against overload conditions and simplify cabling 					
from the rack
Optimized and certified for use with the Cisco UCS

Velocis Advantage
Business to achieve immense benefits from Technology, requires both
outstanding technology and the ability to employ it properly.
Velocis can help you design and implement the solutions that make your
organization more efficient, collaborative, and responsive.
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